Deletional and mutational analyses of the human CD4 gene promoter: characterization of a minimal tissue-specific promoter.
In recent years, considerable interest has arisen in understanding the mechanisms of the CD4 gene transcriptional control which resulted in the identification of a promoter, enhancers and a silencer. While the murine CD4 gene promoter has been well studied, little is known about its human counterpart that we previously identified as a 1.1 kb region. Here, we show that the -170/+20 region represents a minimal tissue-specific promoter with a size compatible with its inclusion in viral vectors for gene therapy. In addition, mutational analyses provided evidence that this fragment contains three regions critical for transcriptional activity: an initiator-like sequence, an Ets consensus site and an ATF consensus site. The latter site is absent in the murine promoter, suggesting that some differences exist between the transcriptional control of the human and murine CD4 genes.